**DEFINITIONS**

**Time Utilization** = \[
\frac{\text{Total Hours General Purpose Classrooms Scheduled for Classes or Events}}{\text{Total Hours General Purpose Classrooms Available to be Scheduled}}\] Expressed as a Percentage

**Station Occupancy** = The percentage of seats occupied in the room when the room is in use.

---

**Twin Cities vs. Performance Benchmark**

- **Benchmark, 71%**
- **Projected, 71%**
- **Actual, 57%**

**Minneapolis vs. Performance Benchmark**

- **Benchmark, 65%**
- **Projected, 64%**
- **Actual, 50%**

**St. Paul vs. Performance Benchmark**

- **Benchmark, 46%**
- **Projected, 46%**
- **Actual, 50%**